
The following submission came from William Sikkema November 23 2015: 
 
Perry, 
 
I came up with a solution that I think addresses the shortcomings of my last solution.  
This one encodes high level information in a very abstract format.  I've attached the idea 
to this email - let me know what you think. 
 
William Sikkema 
 



Take two amino acids: one with a positive charge and the other with a negative charge.  (Amino acids 

can be formed in nature.) 

 

Assemble them randomly into short polymers.  (This can happen in nature.)  You'll get a mixture of 

polymers with positive and negative charges along the backbone.  Something like this: 

 

Here, each point along the chain represents one amino acid from above.  Every polymer has a unique 

code.  The negative can be assigned 0, and the positive 1.  Thus, the polymer can be represented by or 

considered to be an abstract string of 1s and 0s.  We can also represent them as a string of spheres, 

where blue indicates negative, and red indicates positive like so: 

 

The structure of these is such that two complimentary strands tend to self-align: 

 

  



Or, multiple strands can make defined shapes, similarly to DNA origami: 

 

Now we take a 2 dimensional surface with some depression in it.  Here we have a flat mica surface 

(which exist in the real world), with a brown depression in it (which exist in the real world).  The 

depression shown below is in the shape of a P, but it could be an arbitrary shape. 

 

  



Now, you take the mixture of polymers you’ve made and flow them over this depression.  Some will 

stick and fill the depression.  Polymers that do not stick well or do not find a pair that sticks well will 

leave the depression.  This will continue until the depression is full and every positive charge is matched 

with an adjacent negative charge – this is the lowest energy configuration.  This can be aided with low 

salt concentration, as salt will stabilize mismatched charges.  This is the encoding part of the process. 

 

This image only has two side by side polymers, but for larger shapes, many side by side polymers could 

be imagined to fill the space 

Now, rinse away the other polymers that haven't fit into the depression.  Then, add salt or heat to 

remove the stuck polymer from the depression. 

The information stored in the shape of the object has now been digitized into a string of digital 

polymers. 

 



To decode the information in this digital system, cool it down or remove salt, and it will reform the 

original structure – its lowest energy configuration: 

 

  



1. Humans can design the experiment, with all manner of state-of-the-art laboratory 

equipment, ideal conditions etc. They just can’t cheat: the submitted system cannot be 

pre-programmed with any form of code whatsoever. 

a. No code to begin with – only the amino acids that get randomly assembled 

2. Since the origin of DNA is unknown, the submitted system cannot be a direct derivative 

of DNA or produced by a living organism. Bee waggles, dogs barking, RNA strands and 

mating calls of birds don’t count. Such codes are products of animal intelligence, 

genetically hard-coded and/or instinctual. 

a. Amino acids can be produced naturally and assemble naturally 

3. The origin of the submitted system must be documented such that its process of origin 

can be observed in nature and/or duplicated in a real-world laboratory according to the 

scientific method. 

a. This could be done in the lab, but doing it would not be cheap, as systems for 

imaging on the single molecule scale are necessary. 

4. The submitted system must be digital, not analog. 

a. It's digital, as it can be represented as a series of 1s and 0s. 

5. The submitted system must have the three integral components of communication 

functioning together: encoder, code, decoder. 

a. See above 

6. The message passed between encoder and decoder must be a sequence of symbols from 

a finite alphabet. 

a. The alphabet has two letters 

7. A symbol is a group of k bits considered as a unit. We refer to this unit as a message 

symbol mi (i=1, 2, …. M) from a finite symbol set or alphabet. The size of the alphabet 

M is M = 2^k where k is the number of bits in the symbol. For a binary symbol, k = 1, 

M = 2. For a quaternary symbol in DNA, k = 2, M = 4. 

a. For my system, k=1, M=2. 

8. A character is a group of n symbols considered as a unit. We refer to this unit as a 

message character ci (i=1, 2, …. C) from a finite word set or vocabulary. The maximum 

size of the character set C is C = M^n. For a standard computer byte, M = 2, n = 8, 

C=256. For a triplet group of quaternary symbols in DNA, M = 4, n = 3, C=64. 

a. Calling the triplet in DNA as a unit of information is to oversimplify the issue. 

Certain information in DNA looks like it has a n of 3, but there's lots of 

information in there that doesn't have n=3.  Likewise, my code doesn't have a set 

unit length – it can and does vary. 



9. The submitted system must be labeled with values of both encoding table and decoding 

table filled out. 

a. One such encoding and decoding example is given.  Others are trivial to imagine. 

10. For the submitted system, it must be possible to objectively determine whether encoding 

and decoding have been carried out correctly. For example when you press the “A” key 

on the keyboard, a letter “A” is supposed to appear on the screen and there is an 

observable correspondence between the two. In defining biological gender, a 

combination of X and Y chromosomes should correspond to male, while XX should 

correspond to female. For any given system, a procedure should exist for determining 

whether input correctly corresponds to output. 

a. It's possible to do this in the lab, but it's not cheap. 



William, 

 

Very, very interesting. Advanced thinking and quite clever. 

 

I might be misunderstanding something, but I can't tell that the 2nd layer of the code has any 

defined structure. Specifically: 

 

Calling the triplet in DNA as a unit of information is to oversimplify 
the issue. Certain information in DNA looks like it has a n of 3, but 
there's lots of information in there that doesn't have n=3. 
Likewise, my code doesn't have a set unit length – it can and 
does vary.  

9. The submitted system must be labeled with values of both 
encoding table and decoding table filled out.  

There are MANY codes in DNA and the basic genetic code for amino acids is just the most 

obvious one. The standard genetic coding table has a very specific n=3 which does not vary. 

Thus you can easily fill out the encoding and decoding tables for DNA. 

 

Here you cannot do that here, it is entirely dependent on whatever the shape the system is 

initially put in, as well as however the individual polymers happen to fall in place. 

 

So what you really have here is a way of storing shapes and being able to recover them later. 

Which is VERY clever. 

 

Am I misunderstanding anything, though? 

 

 

 

 

Hi Perry, 

Thanks for your feedback! You have identified the main weakness of my idea - the lack of 

defined structure.  However, allow me to clarify some things.  

In DNA, you do understand there are many types of codes, but you're missing a bit of nuance 

when you say n = 3.  For protein coding, the n is somewhere between 2 and 3, as the third base 

pair made between codon and anticodon is weak and known as the "wobble position".  There's 

also plenty of extra unstructured information, even in the coding region of DNA triplets.  The 

sequence-specific folds that mRNA makes carry information and change the expression of the 

mRNA. This extra information is carried in two places: in the third base of each codon, and in 

the choice of codons that encode non-essential positions of the protein. As a information 

scientist, I think you're missing a lot of the unstructured information as you only see structured 



info. 

I think that during the process of abiogenesis, this relatively unstructured code came first, and 

later gained defined structure.  We tend to only see the structured information, as that's what 

we're used to, but I think the ability to store rather unstructured information is critical to our 

understand of how information arose naturally (if indeed it did). 

If I wanted my system to be more structured, I could say that instead of random lengths, each 

polymer is 10 units long.  Then my n would be 10.  I could also fill out coding and decoding 

tables, but there would be many potential codes for each input shape.  Also, I don't know ahead 

of time which codes would fit - the same way without study of DNA - you can't know which 

DNA sequences make which proteins. 

Does this help clarify things? 

William 

 

 

William, 

 

If I'm overlooking anything, please push back. But from a communication engineer's point of 

view this isn't a code at all because there's no clearly defined (fixed) set of symbolic relationships 

the way ASCII or the genetic code is - both have a well understood genetic code table. It varies 

somewhat but it's fixed in any particular instance.  

 

This is essentially a mechanism for physically storing shapes. You could certainly define the 

polymers with certain lengths etc. but that would not get you any kind of encoding table or 

decoding table such as you have in a real communication system. 

 

I think what you have here is wonderful and I'd love to publish it on the site if you're OK with it. 

It's very instructive and it gets people thinking.  

 

Perry 

 

 

 

Hi Perry, 

 

I see your point. I see how my submission doesn't fit the requirements.  I'll think about it a bit 

more.  Feel free to publish it. 

 

William 
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